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ITALiAN TROOPS MADE US WELCOME

By Edward Gilding Representing the Combined Press

On the Italian Coast

Fannin; out rapidly, the Eighth Army and Canadians had by late this afternoon

established a bridgehead with a front of sixteen miles and a depth of a few miles,

Included in the bridgehead are the important teams and ports of Reggio and St

Giovanni, Both towns were occupied without oppositionn, the few Italians garrisoning
these towns not attempting to fire a single shot in their defence. In fact the

soldiers gave cur troops a warmer welcome than did the civilian population. They

came out/into the streets without arms, standing in the roadway and insisting on shaking
hands with'our troops as they marched into the towns and villages. The troops with

which I landed failed to make contact with enemy of any kind throughout the day.
Their task was to deepen the bridgehead into the hills. It was hart slogging climbing
these hills, but we had to be certain that the enemy, if in the vicinity, was not

holding this high ground which overlooks and commands the beaches on which throughout .
the day landing craft put ashore hundreds of guns and many more thousands of troops.
One of our battalions had to scale a hill of 2100 feet to capture a village which is

at the junction of a road which runs through the mountains to the north. They scaled

the hill then rushed into the village as it was reported that a small packet of

Germans was holding the -place, But here again the bird had flown and the village was

occupied without a single shot being fired. One of the most amazing features is the

scarcity, so far, of demolitions. The enemy had evidently pulled back so rapidly
that he did not even find time to blow any of the many bridges that cross the rivers

which run down to the sea from the mountains. Most of the civilian population of the

towns had apparently evacuated but the villages were filled with their normal

population, Reggio was particularly empty and these people left said that most of

the inhabitants had cleared out in fear of our bombing or bombardment from the sea.

The town itself was very little damaged, in great contrast to the town of Messina on

the opposite side of the Straits,

The only opposition from the enemy throughout the whole day came from the air,

On four different occasions small groups of German fighter“bombers dived from behind

the hills over the beaches to bomb our ships which were unloading. They were met by

terrific flak which obviously upset their aim as, although they dropped a number of

bombs, they did not damage a single ship. In fact, so far, not a single ship of the

many hundreds that are taking part in the invasion has been lost or even damaged by

enemy action, When the. planes flew over the beaches, it seemed impossible for them

to miss hitting one of the many ships unloading there. The ferry service continued

throughout without interruption of any kind, ships unloading with great speed on to

the beaches and then returning to Sicily for ether leads. Several of the bigger

types of craft made no fewer than five crossings during the day, British destroyers

patrolled these Straits during the day and in the late afternoon two of our monitors

through a number of shells into the hills at the southern end of the Straits.
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